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INTRODUCTION
The need for a democratised AI through Distributed 
Computing Infrastructure.
The cryptocurrency landscape is poised for a paradigm shift, with distributed 
computing infrastructure emerging  as the next transformative narrative.  This 
evolution is fueled by two key trends: the exponential demand for artificial 
intelligence (AI) training and the widening gap between rapidly evolving 
software and lagging hardware development.

There are various factors that are propelling this narrative:

Sam Altman's ambitious plan to raise trillions of dollars and accelerate chip 
manufacturing (even though chip manufacturing is a crucial part, it doesn't 
encompass the entire distributed computing infrastructure).

The geopolitical tension surrounding the potential reunification of China and 
Taiwan, a major player in chip production.

The upcoming launch of the io.net token in April, further fueling interest in the 
sector.

These developments, are combined with the growing sentiment that "GPU 
power is the new oil".

By using distributed computing infrastructure, we capture the broader 
concept that goes beyond GPUs and encompasses other resources that can be 
harnessed for AI training, such as CPUs and specialized AI chips. This reflects a 
more holistic view of the emerging landscape.

Moore's Law at a Crossroads
Moore's Law, which predicted the doubling of transistors on microchips every 
two years, has been the guiding principle for technological advancement. 
However, this law  is reaching its physical and economic limits. This stagnation in 
traditional chip development is forcing a global shift towards 
accelerating compute. capabilities, with GPUs becoming a focal 
point due to their efficient processing power.



Infrastructure Acceleration Asymmetry:
Advancements in AI software, like GPT-4, DALL-E, and Claude, are constantly
grabbing headlines. However, the critical infrastructure supporting these
advancements, inference and training infrastructure, often goes unnoticed. As 
AI becomes more integrated into back-end systems, user experiences (UX), 
and search engine optimization (SEO), the demand for robust training and 
inference capabilities is skyrocketing. This assymetry presents a major 
challenge. Global powerhouses are scrambling to address this by investing 
heavily in chip manufacturing. Distributed computing power becomes the 
backbone for these innovations, highlighting the crucial role of infrastructure 
in the AI revolution.

DougAI is a distributed computing platform designed to harness idle 
computing power for artificial intelligence (AI) tasks. By creating a 
decentralized grid with processing capabilities, DougAI aims to address the 
shortage of computing capacity in the market, providing a cost-effective 
solution for companies and individuals requiring access to powerful hardware 
for AI-related activities.
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Ticker: $DOUG

Total token supply: 1.000.000.000 $DOUG

The $DOUG token operates on the Solana SPL token standard with the 
contract address:

DougJh8Grcvyz8tZiMdWbT6BcYsnz59WXGc4dYfFE38K
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